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After the pioneering work of Levesque and Brachman [12], and dur-ing the last 15 years the expressiveness and complexity of DLs have beenstudied [1, 8, 9, 17, 18, 5, 19]. DLs are implemented by concept languages,the most known ones being CLASSIC [6], Kris [2] and Loom [14]. Prac-tical applications of these languages cover a great variety of domains.In particular, there are applications for database schema modelling andmore general knowledge-based management systems [4, 3], conceptualmodelling of information sources in global information systems [13] andproposals of terminological models for Information Retrieval [15, 20, 16].Resource Discovery Mechanisms are used across the Internetto easily access network-available collections of data. They embody lan-guages to describe and query about the resources available at a particularsite. With these mechanisms users or applications can retrieve informa-tion about the type of available resources before accessing them withother protocols.In this paper we present a terminological conceptualisation of a typ-ical resource discovery model. The generality of this approach proofsthe practical possibility to integrate resource discovery mechanisms inhypothetical DL environments, overcoming the need to rewrite existingresource descriptions in AI formalisms such as DLs. Section 2 is a formalintroduction to DLs. Section 3 describes the issues of resource discoverymechanisms in which we are interested in and section 4 presents the tar-get terminological model. The paper ends with our conclusions and thefuture work opened by our model.2 Terminological Knowledge RepresentationSystemsTerminological Knowledge Representation Systems (TKRSs) organiseand represent knowledge by means of taxonomies. These systems havealso speci�c inference mechanisms to explore these structures. In TKRSs,the intensional knowledge denotes the global knowledge about a speci�cdomain and is called TBox (Terminological Box) or De�nitional Module.The ABox (Assertional Box) or Assertional Module contains particularknowledge about a specifc situation in a domain. The TBox is a set ofterminological axioms that use expressions of a Concept Language (CL)to construct a taxonomy. In the ABox, the concepts and roles previouslyde�ned in the TBox are used in a set of assertional axioms. Objects, herecalled individuals, introduced with these assertional axioms are classi-�ed in the taxonomy. Typical inferences are subsumption, satis�ability,equivalence and disjointness. In fact, subsumption is the basic reasoningtask and all other inferences can be reduced to subsumption problems



([9], [19]). The CL is the core of a TKRSs and its expressiveness andcomputational properties determine the e�ciency and practical utilityof the representation system.In a TKRS the world is a set of individuals. A concept is a subset ofindividuals and a role is a subset of pairs of individuals (binary relation).The TBox is a taxonomy composed of the de�nition of concept androles and their subsumption relations. The ABox contains the set ofindividuals and relations about a speci�c perception of the world.2.1 SyntaxLet A be a set of atomic concepts and P a set of atomic roles. Concepts(C, D) and roles (Q, R) are inductively built from atomic concepts androles, the universal concept and the empty concept.(1) An element of A, A, is a concept and an element of P, P , is a role(atomic concepts and roles)(2) > (universal concept)(3) ? (empty concept)(4) :A (negation of an atomic concept)(5) C uD (concept intersection)(6) 8P:C (concept universal role quanti�cation)(7) 9P:> (unquali�ed existential quanti�cation)(8) C tD (Extension U , union of concepts)(9) 9R:C (Extension E , quali�ed existential quanti�cation)(10) :C (Extension C, complement of non-atomic concepts)(11) � nR, � nR (Extension N , number restrictions)(12) Q u R (Extension R, role intersection of roles)(13) C �D (role product)(14) � nR:C;� nR:C (quali�ed number restrictions)(15) fills:i:R (�lls existential quanti�cation)(16) nR (exact number restriction)(17) nR:C (quali�ed exact number restriction)2.2 SemanticsThe formal meaning of the language is given by a model-theoretic inter-pretation I = (�I ; �I). The interpretation consists of an arbitrary set�I (the domain of the interpretation) and an interpretation function �Ithat maps every concept A in a subset of �I (AI) and every role P ina subset of �I ��I (PI). The prede�ned concepts > y ? have a �xedinterpretation, �I y ; respectively. The meaning of the concept and roleexpressions described above is as follows:



(:C)I = �I n CI(C uD)I = CI \DI(8R:C)I = fa 2 �I j 8b:(a; b) 2 RI �! b 2 CIg(9R:>)I = fa 2 �I j 9b:(a; b) 2 RIg(C tD)I = CI [DI(9R:C)I = fa 2 �I j 9b:(a; b) 2 RI ^ b 2 CIg(nR)I = fa 2 �I j cardfb j (a; b) 2 RIg = ng(� nR)I = fa 2 �I j cardfb j (a; b) 2 RIg � ng(� nR)I = fa 2 �I j cardfb j (a; b) 2 RIg � ng(Q u R)I = QI \ RI(C �D)I = f(a; b) 2 �I ��I j a 2 CI ^ b 2 DIg(� nR:C)I = fa 2 �I j cardfb j (a; b) 2 RI ^ b 2 CIg � ng(� nR:C)I = fa 2 �I j cardfb j (a; b) 2 RI ^ b 2 CIg � ng(nR:C)I = fa 2 �I j cardfb j (a; b) 2 RI ^ b 2 CIg = ng(fills:i:R)I = fa 2 �I j i 2 �I ^ (a; i) 2 RIgThe semantics guarantees the equivalences C t D � :(:C u :D) ,9R:C � :8R::C, (nR) � (� nR)u(� nR) and (nR:C) � (� nR:C)u(�nR:C). The most readable expressions will be used in this paper. Terms(1) to (7) come from the family of AL languages, and the next terms areextensions of the basic AL language. The �rst concept languages, FLand FL� [12], are sublanguages of ALC and AL respectively ([19]).2.3 The TBoxLet D be a concept expression and S a role expression. A TBox or Ter-minology is a �nite set of terminological axioms that de�ne the conceptsA, B and role R:{ Terminological axioms of de�ned concepts and roles (also called com-plete de�nitions): A = D;R = S.{ Terminological axioms of primitive concepts and roles (also calledincomplete de�nitions): A v D;R v S.{ Terminological disjointness axioms: dis(A;B).and with two restrictions:{ A concept or role cannot appear more than once in the left hand sideof a terminological axiom.{ The disjointness axiom must not contain de�ned concepts.Note that if the language has the > concept, the distinction betweennon-de�ned concepts (without restrictions in the interpretation) and par-tially de�ned concepts (with necessary conditions in the interpretation)is not necessary. A non-de�ned concept can be seen as partially de�ned(A v >).



Let A be a concept, R a role, D a concept expression and S a role ex-pression. An interpretation I = (�I ; �I) satis�es a terminological axiom,i�: AI = DI(RI = SI ) for the terminological axiom A = D(R = S),AI � DI(RI � SI) for the terminological axiom A v D(R v S) andAI \ BI = ; for the terminological axiom dis(A;B).Now we can de�ne a model. An interpretation I is a model of a TBoxif it satis�es all the terminological axioms.2.4 The ABoxAn ABox contains the individuals and relations that are part of theworld de�ned in the TBox. If C is a name of concept, R is a name ofrole, and a and b are names of individuals then the sentences (a:C) and(a:b:R) are assertional axioms.The interpretation function �I is extended to map the names of theindividuals and roles over �I and �I � �I respectively. An interpre-tation I satis�es an assertional axiom, i�: aI 2 CI for the assertionalaxiom (a:C) and (aI ; bI) 2 RI for the assertional axiom (a:b:R).An interpretation I is a model of an ABox if it satis�es all the asser-tional axioms. Terminological systems usually include the unique namesassumption but do not include the closed world assumption.3 Resource Description MechanismsThe growth and popularity of Internet based services makes possiblefor any user to access lots of data and information. This work is aboutthe data retrieval problem which is di�erent from the informationretrieval problem, although some protocols and tools are common toboth. The information retrieval problem is more general and deals withunstructured documents. The data retrieval problem deals with collec-tions of structured data and it is important in places where there arecollaborations between several users and groups of people. These collec-tions are provided by services o�ering di�erent kinds of data, rangingfrom people directories (white pages) to book stores and catalogued in-formation. In general, users must know where and how to search. Someservices provide facilities to help users in their search for data. In thiscontext the data retrieval problem relates to the overall organisation ofthe data and the uniformity with which the same kind of informationshould be o�ered by di�erent providers.A solution for the data retrieval problem requires protocols that allowthe interchange of the o�ered data and the information associated withit. However, in this paper we only want to present a model for the data



and we will not study in depth the required architecture. It is enough tobear in mind that (see Fig. 3):{ There is a network made of two kinds of nodes: Directory ServiceProviders (DSPs) which provide data collections; and Clients whoaccess DSPs using some shared access method.{ Every DSP o�ers a collection of elements and a general descriptionof it. Every element within a collection is described by a sequence ofpairs attribute:value. Since every DSP contains information re-lated to the collections and elements that it o�ers, the clients or otheragents (eg. WWW search robots) can access general descriptions ofits contents (schemas).
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Fig. 1. General schema of RDMWe take the speci�cation of RDM (Resource Description Messages)proposed in [10] as a practical implementation of this last idea. RDM isa mechanism to discover and retrieve descriptions of network-accessibleresources. A DSP produces resource descriptions (RDs) about its con-tents and makes them available to clients through RDM. Clients may�nd out about the contents of any DSP by querying it using RDM with-out having to access the actual data. This can be done in several stepsas shown in the example of Figure 3. Clients may then decide the actualresources in which they are interested and get them using some sharedmethod, avoiding unnecessary tra�c through the networkRDM messages are encoded using Harvest's SOIF (Summary ObjectInterchange Format) [11]. Schemas and RDs are encoded in SOIF. RDMalso provides prede�ned schemas to support certain types of interactionwith DSPs. For example, RDM de�nes a schema to ask about RDs (WhatRDs have changed since last week?) or to describe taxonomies of theo�ered collections.



What kind of resources do you have?
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Fig. 2. A possible scenario of use of RDM4 A Terminological Model of Resource DescriptionMessagesHere, we consider the problem of integrating DSPs into a hypotheticalDL environment. RDM is an implementation of a very simple querylanguage and data structure, while DLs provide a generic model for theconceptualisation of domains. Since neither of them is widely spread outnor dominant, in terms of the general public, one may foresee situationswhere their coexistence may overlap or be optimised. We may considertwo situations:Figure 4 represents a DL based world where most of the nodescommunicate via DL messages using a hypothetical DL protocol. In orderto integrate a DSP whose repository is described with RDM, we need alayer around such DSP to translate incoming DL messages to RDM andoutgoing RDM messages to DL. Genuine RDM clients may communicatedirectly with the DSP avoiding the translation step.In an RDM world a DSP is only accessible via RDM. DL clientsare fewer and must use the RDM/DL translation layer to access DSPs asshown in Fig. 4. Obviously DL clients may access other DL nodes withDL messages and RDM clients can communicate directly with DSPs.So one may pose the task of building these translation to providemechanisms to overcome potential problems or reuse existing technolo-gies. Observe that the translation is not symmetrical since RDM is sim-pler and less powerful from the expressiveness point of view. This wayan RDM to DL translation will be based on a conceptualisation of theRDM model in DL; while in an RDM world, DL nodes will probably just
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Fig. 3. Integration of a DSP in a DL environmentuse RDM to encapsulate DL entities. In the following, we deal with the�rst problem and leave the second one as an open research line.
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Fig. 4. Integration of a DL client in a RDM worldA basic terminological model of RDM is a previous step to a fullRDM/DL translation. The basic model consists of terminological axiomsfor RDM/SOIF schemes (i.e. general knowledge about resources) andassertional axioms for RDM/SOIF objects (i.e the actual resources).Let us consider, at a fairly informal level, the process of writing ter-minological and assertional axioms starting from the RDM/SOIF ele-ments. A schema declares a set of attributes for every object de�ned bythat schema. For each attribute, a set of general properties that deter-mine its external interpretation are de�ned. For example, whether theattribute is an index, its data type, its length, etc.The following is a RDM/SOIF schema which a DSP could containabout a resource Paper which has two attributes, Title and Year. Besidesthe attributes, additional information about the schema itself is included:



Schema-name, schema name; URL, location of the schema; LastModified,last modi�cation of the schema.@SCHEMA{ -Schema-Name: PaperURL: http://someplaceLastModified: 12/2/2003SOIF-Attribute-1{x}: TitleDescription-1{x}: Contains the titleData-Type-1{x}: StringEnforce-Uniqueness-1{x}: YesSOIF-Attribute-2{x}: YearDescription-2{x}: A number identifying the paperData-Type-2{x}: IntegerIndex-Attribute-2{x}: 1}4.1 AttributesIn DLs attributes are typically modelled as functional roles between indi-viduals. So, an object with a set of attributes is an individual with a setof functional roles. These roles are �lled with values that are individuals.Often, these values are occurrences of concepts such as String, Integer,etc. Most concept languages have these prede�ned concepts (host con-cepts). For example, to model in a TKRS a schema Paper which de�nesthe objects that have a Title:STRING and a Year:INTEGER, we need thefollowing terminological axioms:String v >Integer v >Title v >Year v >Paper v >hasTitle = Paper � TitlehasYear = Paper � YearIf we consider an attribute as an object with properties (description,data-type, etc.) the attribute would become an individual and a set ofattributes would become a concept Attribute. With this conceptualisationwe can exploit these concepts as any concept in a terminological system.For instance, we can specialise, generalise and classify attributes.Let us consider the introduction of a description for the attributeTitle. This description will be the String \ContainstheTitle". We need aconcept Title (conceptualisation of the attribute) and a role Description.With constructor numbered as (15) in section 2 we can express that thisrole is �lled with a particular individual (the individual \ContainstheTi-tle", which is an occurrence of the concept String). So, in a TKRS we



can model attributes with terminological axioms using the �lls construc-tor. Notice that with this constructor, terminological axioms rely on theexistence of individuals making pure intensional knowledge or reasoningimpossible.First, using the following terminological axioms we de�ne a conceptAttribute, a concept Schema, and a role Value.Schema v >Attribute v >Value v >�>Now, we de�ne a set of roles to describe the general properties of anattribute (those shared by all of its occurrences):Description = Attribute � StringDataType = Attribute � StringIndexAttribute = Attribute � IntegerEnforceUniqueness = Attribute � BooleanNext, for each SOIF attribute we create a concept subsumed by theconcept Attribute. We also have to create the individuals to �ll in the rolesassociated with the attribute properties. We consider the schema shownabove in this section. Assuming the existence of the host concepts Stringand Boolean, we create the individuals \ContainstheTitle" and True withthe assertional axioms (\Contains the Title".String) and (True.Boolean).In order to de�ne the concept Title we �ll in the roles of attribute char-acteristics with the proper individuals. Many concept languages includefunctional roles as primitive elements of the language. However this is notstrictly necessary, and we can simply add a quali�ed number restriction.This is done in the following terminological axiom:Title = Attribute u �lls.\Contains the Title".Descriptionu�lls.True.EnforceUniqueness u 1Value.StringFinally, let us write the terminological axiom to de�ne the role hasTitleusing the concept Title: hasTitle = Paper � TitleAnalogously, we use the following terminological axioms to de�ne theconcept Year:(\Contains the Year".String)Year = Attribute u �lls.\Contains the Year".Description u�lls.True.EnforceUniqueness u 1Value.IntegerhasYear = Paper � Year4.2 SchemasAfter expressing SOIF attributes with terminological axioms we stillhave to represent additional information about schemas. We again �llin the properties (roles) of a concept (the schema we are de�ning) with



individuals. We need the terminological axioms, URL = Schema � Stringand LastModi�ed = Schema � Date.and the assertional axioms, (\http://someplace".String) and(12/02/2003.Date). Finally, we de�ne a Paper with anotherterminological axiom,Paper = Schema u �lls.\http://someplace". URL u�lls.12/02/2003.LastModi�ed u 1hasTitle u 1hasYear4.3 ObjectsNow we can introduce the objects de�ned by the schema as individualsof the concepts previously de�ned. For example, for the following SOIFobject (which follows the previously de�ned schema),@Paper{ -Title: New Worlds}we will introduce the following assertional axioms (where p1, t1 and y1are unique names given to the individuals):(t1.Title), (\New Worlds".String), (t1."New Worlds".Value)(y1.Year), (2004.Integer), (y1.2004.Value)(p1.Paper), (p1.t1.hasTitle), (p1.y1.hasYear)4.4 QueriesIn RDM we can build queries by using two languages:{ The Schema-Basic query language is used by RDM clients to re-trieve schema descriptions from the RDM server. The requests anRDM client can issue in this context are called Schema-DescriptionRequests. RDM does not directly provide a method to obtain thedescription of a certain schema (i.e. you can not query about theschema Paper). This kind of information has to be recovered indi-rectly (i.e. you must query about the schemas that have an attributecalled Author, or simply, query about the schemas that have anyde�ned attribute).{ The Gatherer query language can be used to send requests and re-ceive answers that involve a set of RDs. These requests are calledRD-Requests. Basically, RDM allows only to retrieve all the RDs ofall the schemas of the RDM server. Our translation to DLs assumesnot only this basic query but also the retrieval of all the RDs of theschemas that have a certain attribute.



Notice that the expressiveness of RDM queries is very reduced, unlikethe DL case. As a result of this, in a DL environment a DL client can notobtain the same information from a RDM node than from another DLnode. The RDM node will be seen in a DL environment as a poor node.On the other hand, in a RDM environment a DL client must restrict itsquestions to the reduced expressiveness of RDM queries.Translation Let Paper be a schema with attributes Title and Journal,and Technical-Report another schema with attributes Title and Depart-ment. The Schema-Basic query language allows to ask for the schemasthat have a certain attribute, for example Title. Bearing in mind theprevious conceptualisation of Title, in DLs we must only ask if there arede�ned concepts that are subsumed by the expression concept (1.hasTi-tle). This question can be formulated in any concept language. In ourassumed extension to the basic Gatherer queries it would be possible torequest the RDs that have any de�ned attribute, for example Title. Thiscan be done in DLs by retrieving the individuals of the de�ned conceptssubsumed by the expression concept (1.hasTitle). Again, this questioncan be expressed in any concept language.5 Conclusions and Future WorkThe basic terminological model proposed allows us to express RDM mes-sages in a terminological language, obtaining the advantages of the ter-minological systems. In essence, what we have done is using DLs as amedium to carry RDM messages. The translation is structural and DLsare basically blind to the RDM semantic content.Once the model is completed we expect the automatic generation ofterminological axioms and assertions will not present great di�culty. Theintegration on the client side of results returned by di�erent DSPs is stillmore interesting. Moreover, this task could be done in the general caseof DL nodes, developing a communication protocol between DL clients,servers and systems which can deal with distributed terminologies.Acknowledgements:This work was supported in part by project 10503B96 from Xuntade Galicia.
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